In order to solve the reliability estimation problem of the braking system of electric multiple units, the models of component and system are evaluated by making use of two kinds of Bayes method and GO method in this article. Starting from cell-level components, the two Bayes methods including multi-Bayes method and Bayes method introducing Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm are applied to estimate the parameters and the failure rate of component whose lifetime obeys the model of two-parameter exponential distribution. On the basis of component estimation, this article, according to GO method, achieves the quantitative reliability character analysis for the braking system based on the reliability characteristic quantity of the brake system parts and logical relations between system operators. Finally, through the experiment and test data, it proves that the two methods and GO method can solve the reliability evaluation problem of the braking system, which provides a theoretical basis for the safe operation and maintenance of the braking system of electric multiple units.
Introduction
For high-speed electric multiple units (EMUs), especially the function of the braking system, the safety and reliability have been increasingly emphasized, and some scholars have made some research on the related series question. After a long time of operation of EMUs, the reliability of the electromagnetic valve and other components of the braking system can be reduced. Chen 1 points out that the reliability of the electromagnetic valve of the braking system, pressure sensors, and other components reduces after a long period of operation which may lead to frequent failures. Although the high-speed EMUs braking system and components are high reliability products, it will lead to serious consequences once the failure occurs, so it is necessary to estimate the reliability life so as to effectively avoid some accidents to some extent.
According to small sample theory, the number of samples required greatly reduces relative to large sample statistics so that the test cycle can be effectively shortened, the test cost can greatly reduce, and test efficiency can be improved, which has a broad application prospect in terms of the estimation of high reliability product. 2 Especially for products with high reliability, it is easy to appear zero-failure data within the stipulated time, so the research on reliability evaluation is necessary under the condition of small sample. For high-speed EMUs braking system and its components, there has not been so much research on failure assessment so far. Yu 3 makes an analysis of neural network on the key system of subway vehicle, which studies the incidence relation between the failure rate of metro vehicle system and key subsystem; for the bearing of high-speed train, Zhu and Liu, 4 based on the Bayes theory, solve the reliability life of the bearing under small sample.
In system reliability analysis and risk assessment analysis, fault tree analysis (FTA) is the most efficient method. But FTA has some limitations which exist with some considerable difficulties to build up fault tree of complex systems. Cheng and Li 5 analyze the reliability of the braking system for Line 1 of Shanghai Metro. GO method which is a success-oriented system probability analysis technology is more suitable to the analysis of multi-state and related-time system security. GO method is an analysis method for system reliability, whose analysis process starts from input event, through the calculation of a GO model, and the system ultimate probability is determined. Every event in GO model represents a specialized operating state of a component or a subsystem. In the recent years, the algorithm of GO method has been developed, which makes the application of GO method more simple, convenient, and practical. In system reliability analysis and security analysis, GO method is increasingly researched and applied. 6 Based on GO method, the reliability evaluation of subway vehicle passenger compartment door can provide theoretical basis for maintenance of subway vehicle passenger compartment doors in Dong et al. 7 This article first makes failure rate of analysis on the braking system components with high failure rate in two methods including multi-Bayes and Bayes estimation introducing Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, and then the reliability of the braking system is estimated by using GO method. Qualitative analysis in GO method accurately calculates the success and fault state probability of the braking system.
The reliability model of high-speed EMUs braking system
In order to reduce the fault of high-speed EMUs braking system, in this article Bayesian theory and GO method are applied to analyze the reliability of system and components. First of all, the article assumes that the lifetime of cell-level components with the high failure rate obeys two-parameter exponential distribution to make Bayes estimation. Then on this basis, the braking system is evaluated based on the GO method, so as to realize the reliability assessment of EMUs braking system.
The braking system of high-speed EMUs
The simplified schematic diagram of EMUs braking device is shown in Figure 1 . The air compressor outputs air pressure which is transported to the brake cylinder of other marshaling cars through main air reservoirs and main air cylinder. Electro-pneumatic (EP) changeover valve converts the signal of brake cylinder into the air pressure, and then supplies to the relay valve where the pressure is amplified to output to the pressurizing cylinder. Finally, the braking action is finished by the brake rigging device.
8-10
The reliability model of braking system and component This article, starting from components (EP valve) of the braking system with high failure, makes use of two kinds of Bayes methods including multi-Bayes estimation and Bayes estimation based on MCMC algorithm to make reliability estimation for parameters. And then the reliability of the whole braking system is estimated based on the GO method, and the reliability characteristics of the braking system are quantificationally calculated.
Reliability model based on small sample. Usually, under the condition of less amount of field test, test analysis and estimation can be conducted through small sample theory, with the usage of all kinds of information, which can shorten the development cycle of product and save funds. For product with high reliability and long life, it is impossible to specially process normal sample for field test for a long time, on account of complicated structure, advanced technology, high cost, and nervous development funds. So the research under the condition of small sample on reliability test and evaluation becomes particularly important.
Censoring test plays an important role in the reliability test under small sample for product mainly including type-I life test (the time truncation censoring life test) and type-II life test (the number truncation censoring life test). 11, 12 The braking system and components of highspeed EMUs are products with high reliability, so this article analyzes the reliability for type-I life test and the specific process of type-I life test is shown in Figure 2 . 13 Assume that the lifetime T of EP valve which is one of the braking system components obeys two-parameter exponential distribution 14 whose probability density function is given by
where the probability density function varies with different parameters m and u. And the density function of two-parameter exponential distribution for different parameters is shown in Figure 3 , where m is the location parameter of the distribution, and u is the scale parameter of the distribution which decides the average number of failure in unit time.
The distribution function and reliability are given by 12
The probability density function f(t) is a description of the output values of the random variable t, meaning the possibility of a certain point t; the distribution function F(t) which is also called failure probability means the probability of not realizing the required function within the prescribed conditions on time for product; in addition, the reliability function R(t) means the probability of realizing the required function within the prescribed time and conditions for product. The system reliability model based on GO method. The basic idea of GO method is to translate the system principle diagram, flow charts, or engineering drawings into GO diagram. GO diagram is the direct simulation of system, and the operators in the GO diagram correspond to the components of the system. According to the simplified schematic diagram of EMUs braking device, in the system, the input units including brake controller and air compressor are simulated by type 5 operator; type 1 operator simulates brake cylinder, check valve, emergency braking magnetic valve, pressurizing cylinder, brake calipers, and other mechanical transmission components; type 6 operator simulates EP valve; type 10 operator simulates relay valve. Through studying the process of the brake control for EMUs, the logic schematic is translated into the corresponding GO graph mode as shown in Figure 4 . 15 In Figure 4 , the left side of the hyphen represents the type of operator, and the right side is the corresponding number of the system unit. The unit number contents are shown in Table 3 . 
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The reliability estimation based on Bayes and GO method This article will study two kinds of Bayes method and GO method. In practical reliability engineering, Bayes method is commonly used to deal with the reliability of complex system under small sample, and then it can make full use of the history information, and be modified with the existing information to get more realistic subjective probability
Multi-Bayes method based on type-I life test for two-parameter distribution
The determination for prior distribution of the parameter is closely related to the amount of priori information mastered by people. In many cases, people do not master so much priori information, which makes it difficult to ensure the super prior distribution; therefore, it can be confirmed through multi-Bayes method.
When the acquired priori information cannot confirm the hyper-parameter, the hyper-parameter is regarded as random variable, whose distribution is regarded as super prior distribution. The basic idea of multi-Bayes method: suppose that the prior distribution of parameter u is p(ujl), where l is the hyper-parameter, l 2 L, L is the value range of the hyper-parameter.
17,18
The advantage of multi-Bayes is that it can effectively integrate subjective experience, and the choice of super prior distribution p(l) can be decided by people's acquired priori information, but usually it just chooses a suitable non-information prior distribution. 17, 19 When super prior distribution is decided, the prior distribution of parameter u can be acquired
Bayes method based on loss function. Because the posterior distribution contains priori information and sample information, the statistical inference of the parameter can just be based on posteriori distribution. Bayesian school thinks that the parameter estimation and examination is actually a decision problem, so it needs to introduce loss function and the Bayes risk in the study on Bayes inference. 17 Loss function means the losses incurred when the estimation of the parameter is different with the actual parameter values. There are many methods to select loss function, and square and absolute loss function are often chosen to estimate problem. In this article, considering the robustness, multi-Bayes method is used to make estimation. 20 The selection of prior distribution. For the value range of the hyper-parameter which is known, all kinds of probability distribution can be used as prior distribution. 21, 22 The determination of prior distribution is the key to the application of Bayes method. For failure rate p i (0\p i \1), Zhai 23 proves that it is reasonable to choose beta distribution as the first prior distribution for failure probability under zero-failure condition. Therefore, this article selects beta distribution as the prior distribution of the failure rate, 24 and the density function is as follows
where
dx is the beta distribution with two parameters a, b.0.
According to the analysis of Li 20 and Hu, 24 this article takes 0\a\1 and b.1 as the range of the hyperparameters. For many statistical problems, there may be not any prior information. Many statisticians have conducted a thorough research on non-information prior distribution, and a variety of ways are put forward to determine prior distribution. Due to a and b with null information, this article selects uniform distribution as the second prior distribution
According to the robustness of Bayes parameter estimation, if the tail is thinner, the robustness of Bayes estimation is worse. 21 When 0\a\1, if b is larger, the right tail of p(p i ja, b) is thinner, and the robustness of Bayes estimation is worse, that is the reason why the value of c should not be too large; generally, it is more reasonable to take 5-9 (which is why 6 is selected in this article). 20, 24 According to equations (6) and (7), the density function of hierarchical prior distribution for p i is obtained
The Bayes estimation of p i . Assume that there are n test samples including r samples which lose efficacy, and, in general, the likelihood function is given as follows
Under zero-failure data, that is, r = 0, in this section the likelihood function of p i is as follows
Based on Bayes formula, the posteriori distribution of p i is obtained as follows
According to Li, 20 Angali et al., 25 and Singh et al., 26 the Bayes estimation of p i under quadratic loss function is obtained
The weighted least square estimation of parameters. After obtaining the Bayes estimationp i , this article makes use of the weighted least square method to estimate the parameters of two-parameter exponential distribution. 27 Due to the failure probability
Take the logarithm
Now, it is supposed that a = m=u, b = À (1=u), x i = t i , and y i = ln (1 À p i ). According to the weighted least square method, parameters a and b can be solved, on whose basis the estimation of m and u can be obtained. And then p i is replaced byp i which will introduce error which is as follows
where the weight coefficient
Finally, the estimations of m and s are obtained
Bayes method based on MCMC
In the method of statistical inference, Bayes method is one of the most influential methods. However, sometimes, in order to get the posteriori distribution, it may need the function's high-dimensional integral; nevertheless, this kind of calculation is difficult, but MCMC method can take samples from a complex highdimension distribution to solve these kinds of problems, avoiding the directly complex calculation. Through MCMC method, this article will make Bayes estimation for the parameters of two-parameter exponential distribution.
Maximum likelihood function. According to Chan et al. 28 and Wang and Wang, 29 this article, for type-I life test, takes the likelihood function in the Bayes method which introduces MCMC method as follows
where l i is the failure number at the ith censoring life test, and n i is the number of test sample at the ith censoring life test. Bring equations (1) and (2) into equation (17), the likelihood function of two-parameter exponential distribution under type-I life test can be obtained as follows
where 0\L = P k i = 1 l i 1 is the simulation accumulation invalidate number, n = P k i = 1 n i is the total number of test samples, and T = P k i = 1 n i t i is the total test time.
Bayes method using MCMC method for two-parameter model. MCMC method, as a kind of tool to deal with complex statistical problem, is called dynamic Monte Carlo method. Through Markov Chain of dynamic construction, it can produce some random sample obeying arbitrary distribution. For complicated field of Bayes analysis with high-dimensional integral operation, high-dimensional integral operation is mainly used to get the posteriori distribution which cannot be obtained by general methods. If it can be reasonably defined and implemented, MCMC can always get one or several Markov Chains whose limiting distribution is required for the posteriori distribution. 30 The basic idea of MCMC method is to get sample of p(u) through establishing a Markov chain of stationary distribution p(u) so that all kinds of statistical inference Yang et al.
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for sample can be made, which can be divided into three steps:
1. Choose appropriate Markov chain and transition kernel in the observation sample so as to achieve the stationary distribution. 2. Starting from one point of the observation sample, produce point sequence by using the Markov chain in step (1). 3. The expectation estimation of function can be obtained with m or n sample which is large enough.
While adopting MCMC method, the construction of transition kernel is vital, and generally different MCMC methods correspond to different methods of the construction of transition kernel. The two kinds of common MCMC methods are Metropolis-Hastings (MH) and Gibbs sample. 31 The two methods have their own characters, and MH algorithm can sample for any object distribution, but sampling efficiency cannot be guaranteed. The sampling efficiency of Gibbs algorithm is high enough; however, its disadvantage is that it can only sample for common distribution. MH algorithm is a very universal method to structure Markov chain. This article will use Metropolis algorithm to sample. 32 The article assumes that two parameters m and u of two-parameter exponential distribution, respectively, obey prior distribution
where r 1 , h 1 , r 2 , and h 1 are the hyper-parameters. So it results in
Thus, from equations (18), (21), and (22), the posterior density functions of m and u can be received as
From equation (23), the kernel of the marginal posterior density of m and u is obtained
In this article, MH algorithm is used to sample, from which the MCMC estimations of m and u can be obtained. The MH sampler of MCMC method works as follows: 
Reliability estimation based on GO method
In this article, GO method is applied to estimate the reliability of the braking system. Combing with GO program, GO model is built. Considering the error correction of shared signals, the failure rate, repair rate, and other reliability characteristics of brake cylinder system can be analyzed quantificationally and qualitatively. 7 The results of the reliability analysis have certain reference and application value for the reliability of the braking system of high-speed EMUs, which can provide certain theoretical basis for the fault diagnosis of the braking system.
The repairable system has two kinds of states with randomness. The article assumes that subsystems and components of the braking system are repairable system. According to Dong et al., 7 the reliability characteristics of this system are as follows:
1. Failure rate l; 2. Maintenance rate m; 3. Mean time between failure (MTBF)
Mean time to repair
5. The average life cycle
Average working probability
7. Average shutdown probability
8. Unit time average fault time
The reliability analysis of experiment data about EMUs braking system
This section will specifically make use of two kinds of Bayes methods to estimate the reliability parameters of the braking system components. And then, based on GO method, the system reliability of high-speed EMUs braking system is assessed through quantificationally calculating the reliability characteristics of the braking system.
The reliability estimation of braking system components based on the Bayes theory
The article assumes that the lifetime of component EP valve follows two-parameter exponential distribution. Now there are a group of test data of EP valve with n = 51, which conducts nine times truncation censoring life test. Due to the braking system belonging to product with high reliability, the test data are zero-failure data as shown in Table 1 , where the unit of the experiment is second.
Multi-Bayes estimation of component. According to the multi-Bayes estimation in section ''Multi-Bayes method based on type-I life test for two-parameter distribution,'' the Bayes estimationp i of failure probability under quadratic loss function can be obtained as shown in Table 2 . According to equation (21) in weighted least square method, the Bayes estimation of m and u is obtained as followsm
Then the density function, the reliability, and failure rate of EP valve based on multi-Bayes estimation are thus For the likelihood function, the value of P k i = 1 l i varies by lifetime distribution, which is set to 0.5108 in this article for two-parameter exponential distribution according to Wang and Wang. 29 For the selection of hyper-parameter in this section, first of all, the article samples parameters under the condition of noninformation prior which is called prior 0 with hyperparameter (r 1 , h 1 , r 2 , h 2 ) = (0, 0, 0, 0). At the same time, the article compares with informative prior. And according to the experience of expert, choose 0.4 and 0.1 as the mean and variance of m; for parameter u, take the mean 0.4 and the variance 0.1. And then based on square estimation, hyper-parameters r 1 = 4, h 1 = 1:6 and r 2 = 2, h 2 = 0:4 can be obtained, which is called prior 1. This article runs the sampler in MH algorithm to generate a Markov chain with 15,000 iterations and a burn-in period of 5000. The MCMC output is shown in Figure 5 for Markov chain, and the sampling histograms of parameters m and u after burn-in are shown in Figure 6 . Thus, the estimation of m and u can be obtained:m 0 = 644:23,û 0 = 38, 090:04,m 1 = 649:92, andû 1 = 33, 080:10. Under the condition of informative prior, the density function, the reliability, and 
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failure rate of EP valve of high-speed EMUs braking system for two-parameter exponential distribution is obtained as follows 
The logic operation of the GO model of braking system
Based on Bayes theory, section ''The reliability estimation of braking system components based on the Bayes theory'' in this article estimates the reliability of the braking system components in two methods so that the estimation of failure rate is obtained. In this section, the estimation of failure rate based on Bayes method introducing MCMC algorithm which is a new method applying to two-parameter exponential distribution is Figure 5 . The Markov chain of parameters m and u for prior 0 and prior 1.
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adopted. And the related reliability data of other components of the braking system can be received by historical data and experience. The related data are shown in Table 3 , in which the content of the unit number corresponds to the content in Figure 3 . The data acquisition and processing test bed of the braking system is shown in Figure 9 .
The article assumes that each unit of the braking system is repairable system, and the repairable system of steady-state analysis is a two-state system. The normal state probability, fault state probability, failure rate, and repair rate of operator input signal, operator, and operator output signal are written for [P S (1), P S (2),
The application of quantitative analysis of the braking system which is a repairable system refers to Shen and Huang 6 and Shen et al. 
In GO model of Figure 4 , the units including operator 2-5, 5-6, 1, and 6 belong to complete series modules that can be treated as global modules, for which the failure rate can be calculated by simple addition operation, and maintenance rate can also be calculated by partial sum. The calculation formula of this submodule is as follows
For shared signals in the model, if some output eigenvalue is calculated repeatedly, the result will be wrong. The output value of operators 6 and 7 is used by the input of the operator, while the input value of operators 6 and 7 contains the output of operator 4, which leads to the repeated calculation of the output of operator 4, so the deviation which is caused by shared signals needs to be modified. Now the deviation is modified as follows
where P Ri (1) = m Ri =(l Ri + m Ri ) and P Ri (2) = 1 À P Ri (1) Similarly, because the units including operators 8-11 are complete series modules, according to the calculation method of complete series modules, it is obtain as follows
Through the logic operation GO method in this section, the reliability analysis data of the braking system are as shown in Figure 4 .
Conclusion and future scope
For the braking system component obeying twoparameter exponential distribution, this article first estimates two kinds of Bayes method, which include multi-Bayes estimation based on loss function and Bayes estimation introducing MCMC algorithm, and the results of parameter estimation of the model are 
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shown in Figures 7 and 8 . From the figures, it can be directly seen that there is little difference for the results with minor relative error and certain stability of the second estimation method under prior 0 and prior 1, which indicates that this method gets less interference of the hyper-parameters, that is, it has better robustness. Through comparing the first and second estimation methods, the result is relatively ideal, which shows the feasibility of these two methods. At the same time, the Bayes method introducing MCMC algorithm under the Gamma prior distribution selected in this article is applied to the model of two-parameter exponential distribution. Making use of multi-Bayes estimation and Bayes estimation based on MCMC algorithm, this article, respectively, obtains the failure rate 3:036 3 10 À5 =h and 3:023 3 10 À5 =h. The failure rate of a EP valve of EMUs braking system is 3:005 3 10 À5 =h which has little difference with the results of two Bayes estimation in this article, which shows that the Bayes estimation method based on MCMC algorithm has higher accuracy, and the two kinds of Bayes method can be applied to the reliability estimation of EP valve of the braking system and can also be used in the reliability analysis of other product.
Through the logic operation GO method in section ''The logic operation of the GO model of braking system,'' the reliability analysis data of the braking system are as shown in Table 4 . And then the failure rate and MTBF of the braking system are obtained as 2:499 3 10 À4 =h and 4000:940 h, which can provide certain theoretical reference for failure prediction and maintenance of system. In this article, GO method is successfully applied to the reliability analysis of EMUs braking system, reaching the purpose of lifetime estimation of the braking system. According to lifetime estimation, on a certain extent, it can take measures in advance to avoid accidents, being worth of study.
With the product life becoming longer, making test assessment reliability under large sample toward product may consume too much test expense, test time, and so on. Meanwhile, the test result is likely causing zerofailure data in set time; therefore, type-I life test has a wide application prospect. In future studies, it may be possible to shorten product development cycle and economize test costs by applying small sample theory. What is more, as a simple and effective reliability method, GO method will become a trend of system reliability analysis, which has certain research value.
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